STATUTE OF CONSUMER COMPETITION
(hereinafter referred to as the "Statute")

1. The principal purpose of the Statute is to regulate the rights and obligations of entities participating in a
consumer competition entitled "WOF EXPO."

DEFINITION OF TERMS

2. For the purposes of the Statute:

a) the announcer of the competition means the business company WOF Group, s.r.o., with its registered
office at Ulica Veterná 8760/43, 91701, Trnava, Slovak Republic, IČO: 52897320, entered in the
Commercial Register of the Trnava District Court, Section, Ltd., File No. 46027 / T;
b) exhibition means an exhibition in the field of transport, logistics and e-commerce organized by the
announcer, which will take place in October 2022 in Prague at the PVA EXPO PRAGUE;
c) competition means a competition conducted through the announcer's website www.wofexpo.com;
COMPETITION, VOTING CONDITIONS

3. The announcer will publish on the website electronic functionality that will allow the contestant to vote in
each of the eight (8) contest categories.

4. Every natural person who has reached the age of majority on the day of voting shall be entitled to vote.

5. The voter is entitled to vote from 01.09.2022, 09:00 to 10.10..2022, 23:59

6. Each voter is obliged to vote in at least one (1) category.

7. In case of discrepancy between the information given in the media or advertisements promoting the
competition and the provisions of the Statute, the provisions of the Statute shall prevail.

8. The announcer is not responsible for costs of the voter incurred by the title of participation in the voting;

9. The announcer reserves the right to:

a) extend, shorten, suspend or cancel the competition or change its rules at any time without giving any
reasons or providing compensation;
b) change the number and type of prizes provided to the competition.

10. The conditions of the competition are changed by publishing a new version of the Statute on the
website. A contestant who does not agree with the change of the Statute has the right to withdraw from
the competition within seven (7) days from the publication of the change of the Statute on the website.
Withdrawal from the competition is made by a written notice of the contestant sent electronically to
marketing@wofexpo.com . Withdrawal from the competition terminates all participations of the contestant
who withdrew from the competition.

11. The realization of the voting is directly related to the exhibition, which will take place during the gala
evening at the WOF Connect & Awards. The contestant acknowledges that if circumstances of an
objective nature arise based on which it can reasonably be expected to threaten theexhibition (eg
epidemic, anti-epidemiological measures, restrictions on the movement of persons, restrictions on
organizing mass events, etc.) the announcer is entitled to decide to change the conditions of the
competition or to cancel the competition, without providing any remedy.

PRIVACY, DATA PROTECTION

12. In connection with the voting, the announcer will process the personal data of each voter

to the extent: name, surname, residence in the municipality/city, e-mail), the legal basis for data
processing will be the existence of a legal relationship (contract) established between the announcer and
the contestant's title to participation in the voting;
13. In case that the announcer intends to process the voter's data for marketing purposes, this will be
done solely with the prior consent of the voter. The voter is entitled to revoke the consent granted in this
way at any time.

14. Further information for the contestant – data subject can be found here:
https://bit.ly/2PfDJl8

15. The announcer is entitled to change the Statute at any time. The change of the Statute is effective
upon its publication on the website.

Bratislava, 26.09.2022

WOF Group, s.r.o.

